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Abstract—As cloud-based computation grows to be an increasingly important paradigm, providing a general computational interface to
support datacenter-scale programming has become an imperative research agenda. Many cloud systems use existing virtual machine
monitor (VMM) technologies, such as Xen, VMware, and Windows Hypervisor, to multiplex a physical host into multiple virtual hosts
and isolate computation on the shared cluster platform. However, traditional multiplexing VMMs do not scale beyond one single physical
host, and it alone cannot provide the programming interface and cluster-wide computation that a datacenter system requires. We design
a new instruction set architecture, DISA, to unify myriads of compute nodes to form a big virtual machine called DVM, and present
programmers the view of a single computer where thousands of tasks run concurrently in a large, unified, and snapshotted memory
space. The DVM provides a simple yet scalable programming model and mitigates the scalability bottleneck of traditional distributed
shared memory systems. Along with an efficient execution engine, the capacity of a DVM can scale up to support large clusters. We
have implemented and tested DVM on four platforms, and our evaluation shows that DVM has excellent performance and scalability.
On one physical host, the system overhead of DVM is comparable to that of traditional VMMs. On 16 physical hosts, the DVM runs 10
times faster than MapReduce/Hadoop and X10. On 160 compute nodes in the TH-1/GZ supercomputer, the DVM delivers a 12.99x
speedup over the computation on 10 compute nodes. The implementation of DVM also allows it to run above traditional VMMs, and we
verify that DVM shows linear speedup on a parallelizable workload on 256 large EC2 instances.
Index Terms—Distributed Systems, Concurrent Programming, Datacenter, Virtualization, Cloud Computing
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I NTRODUCTION

Virtualization is a fundamental component in cloud
technology. Particularly, ISA-level virtual machine monitors (VMM) are used by major cloud providers for
packaging resources, enforcing isolation [1], [2], and
providing underlying support for higher-level language
constructs [3]. However, the traditional VMMs are typically designed to multiplex a single physical host to be
several virtual machine instances [4], [5], [6]. Though
management or single system image (SSI) services can
coordinate multiple physical or virtual hosts [6], [7],
[8], they fall short of providing the functionality and
abstraction that allow users to develop and execute
programs as if the underlying platform were a single big
“computer” [9]. Extending traditional ISA abstractions
beyond a single machine has only met limited success.
For example, vNUMA extends the IA-64 instruction set
to a cluster of machines [10], but finds it necessary to
simplify the memory semantics and encounters difficulty
in scaling to very large clusters.
On the other hand, exposing the distributed detail of
the platform to the application layer leads to increased
complexity in programming, decreased performance,
and, sometimes, loss of generality. In recent years, application frameworks [11], [12] and productivity-oriented
parallel programming languages [13], [14], [15], [16]
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have been widely used in cluster-wide computation.
MapReduce and its open-source variant, Hadoop, are
perhaps the most widely-used framework in this category [17]. Without completely hiding the distributed
hardware, MapReduce requires programmers to partition the program state so that each map and reduce task
can be executed on one individual host, and enforces a
specific control flow and dependence relation to ensure
correctness and reliability. This leads to a restricted
programming model which is efficient for “embarrassingly parallel” programs, where data can be partitioned
with minimum dependence and thus the processing is
easily parallelizable, but makes it difficult to support
sophisticated application logic [17], [18], [19], [20]. The
language-level solutions, such as X10 [14], Chapel [21]
and Fortress [13], are more general and give programmers better control over the program logic flows, parallelization and synchronization, but the static locality,
programmer-specified synchronization, and the linguistic artifacts influence such solutions to perform well with
one set of programs but fail to deliver performance,
functionality, or ease-of-programming with another. It
remains an open problem to design an effective system
architecture and programming abstraction to support
general, flexible, and concurrent application workloads
with sophisticated processing.
Considering that ISAs indeed provide a clearly defined interface between hardware and software and allow both layers to evolve and diversify, we believe it
is effective to unify the computers in a datacenter at the
instruction level, and present programmers the view of a
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big virtual machine that can potentially scale to the entire
datacenter. The key is to overcome the scalability bottleneck in traditional instruction sets and memory systems.
Hence, instead of porting an existing ISA, we design a
new ISA, Datacenter Instruction Set Architecture (DISA),
for cluster-scale computation. Through its instruction set,
memory model and parallelization mechanism, the DISA
architecture presents the programmers an abstraction of
a large-scale virtual machine, called the DISA Virtual
Machine (DVM), which runs on a plurality of physical
hosts inside a datacenter. It defines an interface between
the DVM and the software running above it, and ensures that a program can execute on any collection of
computers that implement DISA.
Different from existing VMMs (e.g., VMware [6],
Xen [4], vNUMA [10]) on traditional architectures (e.g.,
x86), DVM and DISA make design choices on the instruction set, execution engine, memory semantics and
dependence resolution to facilitate scalable computation
in a dynamic environment with many loosely coupled
physical or virtual hosts. There are certainly many technical challenges in creating an ISA scalable to a union
of thousands of computers, and backward compatibility
used to constrain the adoption of new ISAs. Fortunately, the cloud computing paradigm presents opportunities for innovations at this basic system level—first,
a datacenter is often a controlled environment where
the owner can autonomously decide internal technical
specifications; second, major cloud-based programming
interfaces (e.g., RESTful APIs, RPC, streaming) require
minimum instruction-level compatibility; finally, there is
only a manageable set of “legacy code”.
As an approach to supporting computing in datacenters, the design of DVM has the following goals.
•

•

•

•

•

General. DVM should support the design and execution of general programs in datacenters.
Efficient. DVM should be efficient and deliver high
performance.
Scalable. DVM should be scalable to run on a
plurality of hosts, execute a large number of tasks,
and handle large datasets.
Portable. DVM should be portable across different
clusters with different hardware configurations, networks, etc.
Simple. It should be easy to program the DVM;
DISA should be simple to implement.

With the design goals stated, we revisit the approach
and rationale of unifying the computers in a datacenter
at the ISA layer. The programming framework, language,
and system call/API are also possible abstraction levels for large-scale computation. However, as aforementioned, the frameworks and languages have their limitations and constraints. They fall short of providing the required generality and efficiency. Using system calls/APIs
to invoke distributed system services can be efficient
and reasonably portable. However, an abstraction on
this level creates dichotomized programming domains
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Fig. 1: Organization of 2 DVMs on 3 physical hosts.

and requires the programmers to explicitly handle the
complexity of organizing the program logic around the
system calls/APIs and filling any semantic gap, which
fails to provide the illusion of a “single big machine”
to the programmers and leads to a far less general and
easy-to-program approach than what we aim to design.
The existing ISAs, designed for a single computer with
up to a moderate number of cores, can hardly provide
the scalability required by the “machine” that scales
potentially to the datacenter size. On the other hand,
the design of the DVM is motivated by the necessity
of developing a next-generation datacenter computing
technology that overcomes several important limitations
in current solutions. The DVM should provide the basic
program execution and parallelization substrate in this
technology, and should meet all the goals on generality,
efficiency, scalability, portability and ease-of-programming
(with compilers’ help). This leads us to choose the ISA
layer to construct a unified computational abstraction of
the datacenter platform. To break the scalability bottleneck in traditional ISAs and retain the advantages of
generality and efficiency, we design the new ISA, DISA,
and build the DVM on this architecture.
We implement and evaluate DVM on several platforms. The evaluation results (refer to Section 4) show
that the performance of the programs benefit much from
the ISA-level abstraction—DVM can be more than 10
times faster than Hadoop and X10 on certain workloads
with moderately iterative logic, and scale up with nearlinear speedup to at least 256 compute nodes on parallelizable workloads.
The structure of this paper is as follows. We give
an overview of DVM in Section 2. Section 3 presents
the designs of DISA, memory space and parallelization
mechanisms. Section 4 describes the implementation and
the evaluation results. We discuss related work in Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

S YSTEM

OVERVIEW

The architecture of DVM is illustrated in Fig. 1. Many
DVMs can run in one physical host as the traditional
VMMs to multiplex the resources of the host, and a DVM
can run on top of multiple or many physical hosts to
form a big virtual machine in a datacenter.
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2.1 System organization
We abstract a group of computational resources including processor cores and memory to be an available
resource container (ARC). In the simplest form, an ARC is
a physical computer. However, it can also materialize as
a traditional virtual machine or other container structure,
given the container provides an appropriate programming interface and adequate isolation level. Although
one ARC is exclusively assigned to one DVM during
one period of time, the ARCs in one physical host may
belong to one or more DVMs and one DVM’s capacity
can be dynamically changed by adding or removing
ARCs. Hence, the capacity of a DVM is flexible and
scalable—a DVM can share a single physical host with
other DVMs, or include many physical hosts as its ARCs.
A DVM accommodates a set of tasks running in a unified address space. Although DVMs may have different
capacity and the size of a DVM can grow very large
depending on the available resources, the DVMs provide
the same architectural abstraction of a “single computer”
to programs through the DISA.
The programs in DVMs are in DISA instructions and a
program running inside a DVM instantiates to be a number of tasks called runners executing on many processor
cores in many ARCs. Inside an ARC, many runners, each
residing in one runner compartment (RComp), can execute
in parallel. The RComp is a semi-persistent facility that
provides various system functions to runners and a
meta-scheduler (discussed later) to facilitate and manage
runners’ execution. Specifically, the RComp a) accepts
the meta-scheduler’s commands to prepare and extend
runners’ program state and start runners, b) helps the
memory subsystem handle runners’ memory accesses,
c) facilitates the execution of instructions such as newr
(see Table 1), d) sends scheduling-related requests to the
meta-scheduler, and e) provides I/O services. As these
functions are tightly correlated with other subsystems
of DVM, we introduce pertinent details of the RComp
design along with the treatise of the other system components in Section 3. Suffice it at present to know that one
RComp contains at most one runner at a specific time,
and it becomes available for accommodating another
runner after the current incumbent runner exits.
The DVM contains an internal meta-scheduler (scheduler) to schedule runners executing in RComps. The
scheduler is a distributed service running on all constituent hosts of a DVM, with one scheduler master
providing coordination and serialization functions.
2.2 Programming in DISA
We use one example to illustrate how to write a simple
program on a DVM using DISA. Details of the DISA
architecture will be introduced in Section 3, and a more
complex example is introduced in [22].
The following DISA code performs a sum operation of
two 64-bit integers by a sum_runner runner. The starting
address of the memory range storing the two integers is

Fig. 2: Execution of an add instruction.

in 0x300001000, and 0x300001008 contains the address
where the results should be stored. The text after “;” in
a line is a comment, and the runner’s name is in italic.
1
2
3
4
5

sum_runner:
add (0x300001000):q, 8(0x300001000), (0x300001008)
; :q indicates 64-b data
mov:z $1:q, 8(0x300001008):q
; set exit code
exit:c
; exit and commit

The code above adds two 64-bit integers with all
operands stored in memory. Fig. 2 shows the execution of the sum operation. Suppose the memory
location 0x300001000 and 0x300001008 store values
0x800000000 and 0x900000000, respectively. The add
instruction at line 2 obtains the operands at 0x800000000
and 0x800000008, computes the sum, and stores the sum
in 0x900000000. The mov:z instruction at line 4 sets the
exit code for the runner with zero-extension at address
8(0x300001008) (0x900000008 after dereferencing). Finally, the exit:c instruction at line 5 makes the runner
exit and commit its changes to the memory. After being
committed, the changes become visible to other runners.
The example illustrates several important design
choices of DISA. First, it uses memory addressing, not
combined register-memory addressing, for all operands.
With an emphasis on instruction orthogonality, DISA allows an instruction to freely choose memory addressing
modes to reference the operands. Second, DISA provides
a low-level abstraction which is close to hardware and
the semantics of most of the instructions are common
in other widely used ISAs. With this design, DISA
retains traditional ISAs’ advantages, such as generality
and efficiency, and it is easy to map DISA to hardware
or another common ISA at low cost. Finally, the commit operation, which makes a runner’s changes to the
memory visible to other runners, occurs at the end of a
runner’s execution. This arrangement enforces a clearly
defined runner lifecycle and its semantics concerning the
program state of the DVM.

3

D ESIGN

We design DISA as a new ISA targeting a large-scale
virtual machine running on a plurality of networked
hosts and build the DVM above this architectural abstraction. In this section, we first introduce the design
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TABLE 1: DISA instructions
Instr.
mov
add
sub
mul
div
and
or
xor
br
bl
newr
exit

Operands
D1 , M1
D1 , D2 , M1
D1 , D2 , M1
D1 , D2 , M1
D1 , D2 , M1
D1 , D2 , M1
D1 , D2 , M1
D1 , D2 , M1
D1 , D2 , M1
M1 , M2
M1 , M2 , M3 , M4

Effect
Move D1 to M1
Add D1 and D2 ; store the result in M1
Subtract D2 from D1 ; store the result in M1
Multiply D1 and D2 ; store the result in M1
Divide D1 by D2 ; store the result in M1
Store the bitwise AND of D1 and D2 in M1
Store the bitwise OR of D1 and D2 in M1
Store the bitwise exclusive OR of D1 and D2 in M1
Compare D1 and D2 ; branch to M1 if a specific condition is met
Branch and link (procedure call)
Create a new runner
Exit and commit or abort

Mn specifies an operand in memory; Dn specifies an operand in memory or an immediate operand.
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3.1 DISA
Given the system goals of the DVM design as listed in
Section 1, the goals of the DISA design are as follows.
• DISA should support a memory model and parallelization mechanism scalable to a large number of
hosts.
• DISA programs should efficiently execute on common computing hardware used in datacenters,
which are usually made of commodity components.
Certain hardware may provide native support to
DISA in the future, although we emulate DISA
instructions on the x86-64 architecture in our current
implementation.
• DISA instructions should be able to express general
application logic efficiently.
• DISA should be a simple instruction set with a
small number of instructions so that it is easy to
implement and port.
• DISA should be Turing-complete.
In summary, DISA should be scalable, efficient,
general, simple, and Turing-complete. To ensure programmability, simplicity and efficiency, DISA, as shown
in Table 1, includes a selected group of frequently used
instructions. In addition, the newr and exit instructions
facilitate construction of concurrent programs with many
execution flows. Our prior work shows the Turing completeness by using DISA to emulate a Turing-complete
subleq machine [22].
A DISA instruction may use options to indicate specific operation semantics, such as the options :z and
:c in the sum_runner example in Section 2.2, and the
operands can reference immediate values or memory
contents using direct, indirect or displacement addressing modes. Although not explicitly providing registers, the unified operand representation permits registerbased optimization because the memory model allows
some memory ranges in DR (Direct-addressing Region,
discussed in Section 3.2), which can only be referenced
with direct addressing, to be affiliated with registers. We

...

Private
Region
(PR)

region
boundary

(a) Mapping of RAMRs to physical (b) Organization of the memory
registers in x86-64
space

Fig. 3: Organization of the memory space and RAMRs

name these ranges Register-Affiliated Memory Ranges or
RAMR for short.
Fig. 3(a) shows the RAMR to physical register mapping in our implementation on x86-64. DISA currently
supports 8 registers named RAMR 0 to 7. The programmers or compilers can use these RAMRs to store most
frequently accessed data in the program to improve the
performance. In our evaluation discussed in Section 4,
we show that using RAMRs can speed up the loop
microbenchmark by more than 5 times.
At first glance the RAMR design seems to make DISA
less portable. However, the programs using RAMRs
need not to be changed for DVMs on different platforms.
On a platform that has fewer physical registers in the
processors than the RAMRs, the RAMRs simply revert
to direct-addressed memory ranges. Hence, a DVM can
speed up the programs with physical registers as much
as possible while ensuring the portability and correctness.
3.2 Unified memory space
To facilitate the illusion of programming on a single computer, DISA provides a large, flat, and unified memory
space where all runners in a DVM reside. The memory
layout is shown in Fig. 3(b). The memory space of a
DVM is divided into two regions–the private region (PR)
and the shared region (SR). The starting address of the SR
is the region boundary (RB) which is just after the address
of PR’s last byte. Inside PR, there is a special region,
direct-addressing region (DR), in which memory ranges
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can only be referenced in the direct addressing mode.
The DR allows the program to access system resources,
such as RAMR (discussed in Section 3.1) and I/O channels (to be discussed in Section 3.4), with the unified
operand representation using memory addressing.
A write in an individual runner’s PR does not affect
the content stored at the same address in other runners’
PRs. In contrast, the SR is shared among all the runners
in the sense that a value written by one runner can be
visible to another runner in the same DVM, with DISA’s
memory consistency model controlling when values become visible. A runner can use the PR to store temporary
or buffered data because of its very small overhead, and
use the SR to store the main application data which may
be shared among runners. In our implementation on the
x86-64 platform, we set RB to 0x400000000 and an application can use a 46-bit memory address space. Therefore,
programs can potentially store around 64TB data in the
SR and each runner can store several gigabytes of data
in its PR, which is sufficient for most of the applications
in datacenters.
Snapshot-based consistency. The consistency model
of a shared memory system specifies how the system
appears to programmers, placing restrictions on the
values that can be returned by a read, and is critical
for the system’s performance [23]. In DISA, a runner’s
memory operations have a transaction-like semantics
and completes as an atomic unit. We use the snapshotbased memory consistency model, in which every runner
sees a consistent view of the memory space of a specific
instantiation time, and the system imposes a sequential
ordering of runners’ commits. DISA’s consistency model
allows a runner to read data in its snapshot and proceed to commit successfully without being disrupted by
concurrent updates and commits from another runner,
providing the same properties as standard snapshot
isolation [24], which is adopted by many relational
databases.
DISA’s snapshot-based consistency model relaxes the
read/write order on different snapshots. In DISA, a snapshot is a set of memory ranges instantiated with the
memory state at a particular point in time. A memory
range is a sequence of consecutive bytes starting from a
memory address. After a snapshot is created for a runner,
later updates to the associated memory ranges by other
runners do not affect the state of the snapshot. Hence,
when reading data from an address in a snapshot, a
runner always receives the value the runner itself has
written most recently or the value stored at the address
at the time the snapshot is created. DISA permits concurrent accesses optimistically, and detects write conflicts
automatically. With this consistency model, it is possible
to implement atomic writes of a group of data, which
are commonly used in transactional processing and other
reliable systems requiring ACID properties. This model
indeed introduces slight constraints on the organization
of programs: only one of many runners that concurrently
write to the same location can commit successfully and
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the other runners need to give up or retry. However, it
assures programs written this way are much easier to
understand and reason about their correctness, as well
as improves the system’s scalability.
Managing snapshot metadata. The consistency model
of DISA provides programs a clearly-defined memory
semantics and enables scalable parallel processing. However, it is challenging to efficiently manage a large number of snapshots in the memory space. The snapshot’s
semantics, which ensures that any later changes of the
memory content should not affect the existing snapshots,
requires that the memory subsystem maintain more than
one version of the memory content. To efficiently support the snapshot management, the memory subsystem
organizes the SR as a sequence of fixed-size pages and
each page has two versions—a current version and a noncurrent version. The current version is the last committed
version, and a snapshot consists of a number of pages of
their current versions at the time the snapshot is created.
The non-current version of a page is not included in
newly created snapshots. A page’s previous version
before the current one, which may be still used by some
runners, can be tracked with the non-current version by
the memory subsystem.
With the two-version design, the memory subsystem
need to only maintain a small amount of metadata for
the pages, and can efficiently handle a large number
of snapshots. Meanwhile, the current and non-current
version design is friendly to the read-only sharing of
data—many runners can read shared data with snapshot
isolation and complete their execution given they write
to disjoint locations. The two-version design indeed
implies a slight limitation that some runners may need
to wait for available page versions. Typically, there are
many runners schedulable in a DVM and the waits
usually occur to a small fraction of them. Hence, the limitation does not lead to noticeable performance penalty
in practice. On the other hand, this design enables the
system to scale, efficiently managing many concurrent
snapshots.
To assist the runners in using the shared and snapshotted SR in the unified memory space, components of the
DVM cooperate to manage the snapshots and facilitate the
memory accesses. The scheduler manages the snapshots
and coordinates runners to execute on RComps taking locality into consideration. The memory subsystem
serializes the committing of the memory ranges only
when runners exit. The RComps facilitate the memory
subsystem to handle the runners’ memory accesses by
leveraging the virtual memory hardware to catch and
handle the page fault when a runner accesses a page for
the first time, following well-known practices [25], [26].
When handling a page fault, the memory subsystem first
looks up the page in the runner’s snapshot to obtain the
version and location information of the page and prevent
the runner from accessing memory outside its snapshot.
The memory subsystem makes a copy of the page if
it is on the local node to protect that version which
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Fig. 4: State transition of the runner and watcher
is potentially included in other runners’ snapshots, or
fetches the page from the remote node through the
network.
3.3 Parallelization and scheduling
We design DVM’s parallelization mechanism so that it
is easier to develop not only “embarrassingly parallel”
programs, but also more sophisticated applications, and
the programs can efficiently execute in a datacenter environment. The goal is to provide a scalable, concurrent
and easy-to-program task execution mechanism with
automatic dependence resolution. To achieve the goal,
we design a many-runner parallelization mechanism for
large-scale parallel computation, a scheduler to manage
the runners, and watchers to express and resolve task
dependences.
3.3.1 Runner
Runners are the abstraction of the program flows in a
DVM. A runner is created by its parent runner and terminates after it exits or aborts. Fig. 4 summarizes the state
transitions in a runner’s life cycle. The parent runner
creates a new runner by executing the newr instruction.
A “created” runner moves to the “schedulable” state
after the parent runner exits and commits successfully.
The runner moves to the “running” state after being
scheduled and to the “finished” state after it exits or
aborts. The “watching” state applies only to a class of
special runners called “watchers” which are introduced
in Section 3.3.4.
Each runner uses a range of memory as its stack
range (stack for short), changes to which are discarded
after the runner exits, and multiple ranges of memory as its heap ranges. Because runners are started
by the scheduler, the scheduler needs to know certain control information about the runner, such as the
location of code and the runner’s stack and heap
ranges. DVM uses a Runner Control Block (RCB) to
store such control information. Fig. 5 shows the content of a runner’s RCB as well as the runner’s initial
stack. The RCB contains the stack base address sb and
stack size ss. f i specifies the address of the first instruction from which the runner starts to execute. The
heap ranges and heap range count fields stores the locations and the number of the heap ranges, respectively.
The watched ranges and watched range count fields are
used by the watcher mechanism discussed later.

Fig. 5: Runner i’s initial stack and RCB

Every runner resides in one RComp. Providing system
functions related to the management and operations of
runners, the RComp reduces the overhead of dispatching
and starting a runner. RComps interact with other parts
of the DVM system, and hide the complexity of the
system so that the runners can focus on expressing
the application logic on the abstraction provided by
DISA. Because RComps are reused, a large portion of
the runner startup overhead, such as loading modules
and setting up memory mapping, is incurred only once
in the lifetime of a DVM. To start a runner, the RComp
only needs to notify the memory subsystem to set up
the runner’s snapshot, and the supporting mechanisms,
such as the network connections, can be reused. Hence,
RComps make it efficient to start runners in a DVM.
Section 4 quantitatively studies the overhead of creating
and starting runners.
3.3.2 Scheduling
In a complex program, myriads of runners may be
created dynamically and exit the system after completing
their computation. RComps, on the other hand, represent
a semi-persistent facility to support runners’ execution.
Hence, there can be more runners than RComps in a
DVM, and the scheduler assigns runners to RComps, as
well as manages and coordinates the runners throughout
their life cycles. Specifically, the scheduler is responsible
for deciding when runners should start execution, assigning runners to RComps, preparing runners’ memory
snapshots, handling runners’ requests to create new
runners and managing the runners that the DVM does
not have resources (RComps) to execute currently. As
the child runners created by a parent runner are not
schedulable until the parent runner exits and commits
successfully, the scheduler also maintains the “premature” runners (the runners in the “created” state) in the
DVM. In addition, the scheduler implements the DVM’s
watcher mechanism (to be discussed in Section 3.3.4).
The scheduler of DVM is a distributed service consisting of two parts: the scheduler master (the master)
and the scheduler agent (the agent). There is a single
master in a DVM, and there are many agents residing
in RComps. The master and the agents communicate
with each other through the datacenter network. The
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master makes high-level scheduling decisions, such as
dispatching runners for execution and assigning them
to RComps, and commands the agents to handle the
remaining runner management work, such as preparing
and updating runners’ snapshots. In the other direction,
an RComp can send scheduling-related requests to its
associated agent and the agent may ask the master for
coordination if it is needed.
The scheduler dispatches multiple runners from its
pool of schedulable runners according to the scheduling
policy, which takes locality along with other factors
into consideration, to an RComp when it is free (no
runner is running in it), creating a memory snapshot
for the runner and notifying the RComp to execute the
runner. A runner may create as many child runners
as the entire DVM (or datacenter) can handle. When
a runner requests to create new runners, the scheduler
constructs RCBs for the child runners, and extends the
parent runner’s memory snapshot so that the parent
can construct and access the child runners’ stacks. After
the parent exits and commits successfully, the scheduler
adds the child runners to the runner pool and marks
them as schedulable.
Although there is only one scheduler master in a
DVM, it has not been found that the single master
constrains the DVM’s scalability. As aforementioned, the
master is only responsible for high-level decisions and
occasional coordination and arbitration, and is, consequently, very lightweight. Most of the work is handled in
parallel by the scheduler agents in the RComps. Hence,
the scheduler does not constitute a bottleneck in the
DVM in practice. Several large-scale systems, such as
MapReduce [11], GFS [27], and Dryad [12], follow a
similar single-master design pattern.
Together with the design of the scheduler, the design
of other components of DVM optimize the workflow to
ensure scalability. The snapshot-based memory model
of DISA enables massive runner-level parallelism by
invoking scheduling and coordination only when a runner starts and commits. The ISA-level lightweight task
creation through the newr instruction enables programs
to create tasks at low cost. The two-version design
makes the metadata management fast and efficient so
that the memory subsystem can scale to handle many
snapshots. These designs ensure that DVM scales well
as the processor count and the data size increase. In
Section 4, we examine DVM’s scalability.
3.3.3 Many-runner parallel execution
The DVM should be able to accommodate a large number of runners and execute them in parallel to exploit the
aggregate computing capacity of many physical hosts.
This requires that the parallelization mechanism of DVM
provide scalable, concurrent and efficient task execution
and a flexible programming model to support manyrunner creation and execution.
DVM uses the shared-memory model to simplify the
program development. While a runner may write mul-
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tiple memory ranges in the SR during its execution, the
runner may not want to apply some changes, such as
the temporary data, to the global memory space. DISA’s
memory subsystem enables programmers to control the
behaviors of memory ranges so that it can support common cases of memory usage. A runner mainly obtains
its input from its initial state comprising its stack ranges
constructed by its parent runner and heap ranges, and
can also read data from I/O channels during its execution. The runner’s output is written into its heap ranges
and I/O channels if it is needed. Upon completion,
a runner can specify whether it wants to commit or
abort its changes to the heap ranges. The changes to a
runner’s stack are always discarded upon completion of
the runner. We call this memory usage scheme the SIHO
(Stack-In-Heap-Out) model.
To support many-runner parallel execution on the ISA
level, the runner creation and dispatching mechanism
must be highly efficient. We design an instruction-level
runner creation mechanism. To create a new runner and
prepare it for execution, the program only needs to
specify the f i and the heap ranges for the new runner,
issue a “newr” instruction, and instantiate the stack.
We use an example to show how a runner creates
a new runner and how the DVM handles the runner
creation. When a runner, Ri , creates a new runner, Rj ,
Ri executes the instruction “newr” with addresses of
Rj ’s stack range, heap ranges and f i, as operands.
RComp(Ri ), the RComp in which Ri runs, sends Rj ’s
control information specified by these operands to the
scheduler. As Ri may write the input data into Rj ’s
stack and a memory range can be used by Ri only
after RComp(Ri ) has the range’s snapshot, the scheduler
creates a snapshot of Rj ’s stack and merges the snapshot
into Ri ’s current one. After the memory range for Rj ’s
stack is ready, Ri writes the initial application data into
Rj ’s stack. The scheduler constructs and records Rj ’s
RCB along with the RCBs of the other runners created
by Ri .
When Ri exits and commits, the scheduler starts the
newly created runners by Ri , including Rj , according to
the recorded RCBs. Using Rj as an example, the runner
start-up procedure is as follows.
1) The scheduler chooses RComp(Rj ) for Rj
2) The scheduler creates snapshot A of Rj ’s stack
range and heap ranges according to RCBj
3) The scheduler sends A and RCBj to RComp(Rj )
and commands RComp(Rj ) to start Rj
4) RComp(Rj ) sets Rj ’s local context according to
RCBj
5) RComp(Rj ) starts to execute Rj from f i
3.3.4 Task dependency
Task dependency control is a key issue in concurrent
program execution. Related to this, synchronization is
often used to ensure the correct order of the operations, avoid race conditions, and, with execution order constrained, guarantee that the concurrent execu-
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tion does not violate dependence relations. The existing
approaches have their limitations and constraints: the
synchronization mechanisms are not natural or efficient
to represent dependence [28], [29]; MapReduce employs
a restricted programming model and makes it difficult
to express sophisticated application logic [18], [19], [20];
DAG-based frameworks, such as Dryad [12], incur nontrivial burden in programming, and automatic DAG
generation has only been implemented for certain highlevel languages [16].
As an important goal in the DVM design, the DISA
architecture should provide a task dependency representation and resolution mechanism with which task-level
dependence can be naturally expressed, concurrent tasks
can proceed without using synchronization mechanisms
such as locks [30], and sophisticated computation logic
can be processed effectively with dynamically scheduled
parallelism. Departing from existing solutions, we design a watcher mechanism in the DISA architecture to
provide a flexible way of declaring dependence and enable the construction of sophisticated application logic.
We refer the readers to [22] for the discussion of technical
details of the watcher mechanism.
3.4 I/O, signals and system services
For simplicity and flexibility, DISA adopts the memory
mapped I/O for DVM to operate on I/O channels by
accessing memory ranges in AR.
For example, we map the 1-byte memory range at
0x100000200 to the standard input (STDIN) and the
range at 0x100000208 to the standard output (STDOUT).
The runner can input from STDIN by reading the address 0x100000200 and output to STDOUT by writing
to the address 0x100000208. The DVM translates the
memory accesses to these addresses to requests to the
RComp for I/O operations. For example, one runner
can read one byte from STDIN and write the value to
STDOUT by the following instructions.
mov:z 0x100000200:b, 0x300001000:b # read one byte from STDIN
mov:z 0x300001000:b, 0x100000208:b # write the byte to STDOUT

This design does not require additional instructions—
all DISA’s memory access instructions can also be used
for I/O. We can use this mechanism to support many
kinds and a large number of I/O channels which may
be distributed in many RComps.
In a DVM, many system events may occur. We design
a signal mechanism to enable runners to catch the information of events of interest in the system. Signals are
notifications of these events. The signal mechanism is
built on the watcher mechanism and the system services
(to be discussed below). The signals are represented as
changes to specific memory ranges, and runners (watchers) can “watch” these memory ranges to get notified.
To support system functions, such as the I/O and
signal mechanisms, several distributed system services
cooperate with the scheduler and RComps in DVM. For
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example, the I/O services on RComps manage I/O channels, and the “system state” service broadcasts “system
idle” signals. On top of the compact and efficient core
parts of the DVM as described, it is easy to implement
various system services to provide a rich set of functions.
3.5 Programming on DVM
Being Turing-complete, DISA instructions are capable
of expressing any computational logic. They can also
emulate the semantics of instructions in other ISAs. Additionally, we design DISA as an extensible instruction
set so that more instructions can be added to DISA if
it is sufficiently beneficial to do so. More importantly,
the parallelization and dependency control mechanisms
along with the snapshot-based memory model provide
a convenient and efficient way to design concurrent
programs in the “lock-free” style [31].
We use an example to show how to naturally express
task dependence and avoid race conditions using watchers. Using the newr instruction, we can easily create 2
sum_runner runners introduced in Section 2 to calculate
sums in parallel. In this example, we design a new
runner to add the 2 sums together. The new runner,
implemented as a watcher shown in the following code,
“watches” the output of the 2 sum_runner runners.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15

sum_watcher:
;read the heap addresses of the depended runners and
; the address to store the result from the stack, and stores
; them in 0x300001000, 0x300001008, and 0x300001010 (omitted)
;check whether the depended data are ready
br:e $0:uq, 8(0x300001000), create_self
br:e $0:uq, 8(0x300001008), create_self
;sum the two integers as the sum_runner
add (0x300001000):uq, (0x300001008), (0x300001010)
mov:z $1:q, 8(0x300001010):q
; exit code
exit:c
create_self:
;create sum_watcher with the same control information (omitted)
exit:c

The sum_watcher is activated when either of the
sum_runner s commits and can check their exit codes to
determine whether both operands for the sum operation
are ready. The watcher creates itself again to continue
“watching” the data it depends on if either of the two
depended runners has not exited and committed. As
shown in this example, programmers only need to create
the watchers, and the dependences are automatically
resolved by the scheduler and watcher-related mechanisms in the DVM.
Although we show the examples in DISA in this paper,
compilers can certainly be involved in the programming in the DVM environment and transform programs
written in high-level languages into DISA code. With a
sufficiently sophisticated compiler, it is also possible to
port traditional software to DVM by recompiling them.
Providing a compiler and runtime support for a highlevel language on DVM is one piece of our ongoing
work.
Although one program instantiated as many runners
runs in a DVM at a specific time, many DVMs can run
concurrently in one cluster by isolating the computing
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kernel data structures. Application programs run unchanged at all on four platforms without recompilation.
4.1 Workloads and methodology

(a) CCMR

(b) TH-1/GZ

Fig. 6: The CCMR and TH-1/GZ supercomputer
resources to ARCs. In the CCMR research testbed (introduced in Section 4), we set up multiple DVMs on the
same cluster and many users can develop and run their
programs in a time-sharing manner.

4

I MPLEMENTATION

AND EVALUATION

We have implemented DVM and DISA on x86-64 hardware. The implementation of the DISA and DVM comprises around 11,510 lines of C and assembly code. On
each host, the DVM runs in conjunction with a local
Linux OS as the base system which manages local hardware resources including CPUs and local file systems.
We emulate DISA instructions on x86-64 machines in
our current implementation by using binary translation
to generate x86-64 code on the fly during the execution
of a DISA program. We have implemented and run DVM
on multiple platforms as listed below.
• The CCMR research testbed. As shown in Fig. 6(a),
the CCMR testbed is constructed for cloud computing research. It is composed of 50 servers with
Intel Quad-Core Xeon processors. The servers are
connected by 10Gbps and 1Gbps networks. We use
16 nodes connected by the 10Gbps network for the
microbenchmarks and comparison experiments, and
up to 50 nodes for experiments with large datasets.
• The Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). To examine DVM’s portability and scalability on public
IaaS platforms, we conduct part of the experiments
on Amazon EC2 instances of the m1.large type in
the us-east-1a zone.
• The TH-1/GZ supercomputer. To examine how
DVM performs in a high-performance computing
(HPC) environment, we conduct some experiments
on the TH-1/GZ supercomputer (Fig. 6(b)) which
follows the same architecture of Tianhe-1A [32]
ranked currently number 5 in the TOP500 list [33].
The implementations on EC2 and TH-1/GZ also show
the portability of DISA in virtualized, heterogeneous and
HPC environments. In addition to these 3 platforms, we
also implemented and evaluated DVM on an industrial
testbed [22]. Although the four platforms have quite different underlying hardware configurations and different
Linux kernels, it proves to be straightforward to port
DISA to all platforms by adding logic to match specific

We measure DVM’s mechanisms with microbenchmarks,
compare DVM’s performance with Hadoop and X10’s,
and inspect its scalability. We choose Hadoop and
X10 for comparison because they are representatives of
two mainstream approaches to datacenter computing
and their implementations are relatively mature and
optimized. Hadoop represents a class of MapReducestyle programming frameworks such as Phoenix [19],
Mars [34], CGL-MapReduce [18] and MapReduce online [35], and has been used extensively by many organizations [36]. X10 represents a class of language-level solutions, including Chapel [21] and Fortress [13], targeting
“non-uniform cluster computing” environments [14].
We use several workloads to evaluate DVM’s efficiency and scalability. We first design the prime-checker
which uses 1000 runners to check the primality of
1,000,000 numbers. As the prime-checker is highly parallelizable, we use this arithmetic application to evaluate
the scalability of DVM as we add more compute nodes—
whether DVM can achieve near-linear speedup. To check
DVM’s performance on widely used and more complex
algorithms, we implement the k-means clustering algorithm [37]. The k-means program iteratively clusters a
large number of 4-dimensional data points into 1000
groups. This reflects known problem configurations in
related work [38], [39], [40]. We run k-means on DVM
by scaling the number of compute nodes and the size of
datasets to evaluate DVM’s scalability, and compare to
Hadoop and X10. For more details of the implementation
of the prime-checker and k-means programs, we refer
the readers to [22]. Additionally, to examine how DVM
scales as the overall memory usage grows, we implement
and run teragen which produces the TearSort [41] input
datasets of various sizes.
For each technical solution in comparison, we apply
the highest performance setting among the standard configurations. For example, X10 programs are pre-compiled
to native executable programs, and we write the x86-64based microbenchmark programs in comparison in the
assembly language. Note that the platforms have different performance characteristics. To make the comparison
fair, we indicate the platform, use the same compute
nodes and network topology and configuration to run
comparative experiments, and repeat the experiments to
make sure results are consistent.
4.2 Microbenchmarks
We run microbenchmarks to measure the virtualization
overhead of DVM and compare the results with traditional virtual machine monitors. We also measure the
overhead and efficiency of creating runners, executing
runners and memory fetching. In addition, we measure
the performance gains from register-based optimization.
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TABLE 2: Microbenchmark results
Benchmark
Arithmetic and logic
operation
Memory operation

Solution
Native
DVM
Xen
VMware
Native
DVM
Xen
VMware

Time (second)
7.13
7.14
7.14
7.35
110.60
126.41
112.43
128.37

TABLE 3: Time for creating and executing a runner
Operation
Create a runner

Execute a runner
(empty runner)

Operation step
Create snapshot
Create the runner
Update RComp
Overall
Create snapshot
Initialize RComp
Update RComp
Invoke the runner
Commit snapshot
Overall

Time (ms)
0.4
0.4
0.5
1.3
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.9
2.4

Virtualization overhead. We design microbenchmarks
to measure the overhead of CPU and memory virtualization in DVM. To assess the overhead of CPU virtualization, we measure the arithmetic and logic operation
performance by a microbenchmark program that executes 234 add operations. Memory is another important
subsystem in the DVM, and we shall verify that the
distributed memory subsystem does not incur dramatic
overhead on one machine. We measure the memory
operation performance with another microbenchmark
program that writes 229 64-bit integers (4 GB in total)
to the memory for 256 times and then read them for 256
times.
We implement the microbenchmarks in x86-64 assembly and DISA, and execute the programs in Xen,
VMware Player, native Linux, and a DVM on the same
physical host. To achieve the best performance, the x8664 assembly implementations heavily use registers. In
the DVM, the binary translator translates DISA instructions into x86-64 instructions during the execution.
Table 2 shows the results of the microbenchmarks.
From the results, we can see that the virtualization
overhead for arithmetic, logic and memory operation of
DVM is 0.1–15% over native execution on the physical host, which is comparable to traditional VMMs. In
particular, DVM exhibits even higher performance than
VMware on one physical host. For the memory microbenchmark, the time on DVM includes 7.47 seconds
for creating and committing the memory snapshot for
the runner.
Runner overhead. Task creation, scheduling, and termination are important and frequent operations in a task
execution engine. To examine DVM’s performance in
this aspect, we measure the overhead of creating and
executing a runner. We use one parent runner to create
1000 new empty runners and execute these runners. To
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TABLE 4: Execution time of the reader runner
Configuration
2 RComps
(Remote memory fetching)
1 RComp
(Local memory fetching)

Time / CCMR
(second)

Time / TH-1/GZ
(second)

51.05

36.21

6.85

5.63

measure the overhead accurately, we force the tasking
operation to be serial by conducting the experiment
using one RComp on one compute node so that we can
obtain the completion time of each operation.
Table 3 shows the overhead of creating and executing a
runner and the time used in each step. The results show
that the overhead of creating and executing a runner in
a DVM is only several milliseconds. The small overhead
enables DVM to handle thousands of runners efficiently,
and gives programmers the flexibility to use a large
number of runners as they want.
Memory fetching. We measure the efficiency of the
memory operations across multiple physical hosts by
a writer-reader microbenchmark. The writer-reader microbenchmark program consists of two runners—one,
the writer, writes 230 64-bit integers (8 GB in total) into
the SR, and the other one, the reader, reads these integers
from the SR. We run the writer-reader program on DVMs
that consist of one or two RComps residing on one
or two nodes respectively to check the performance of
memory fetching from the local node and the remote
node through the network.
Table 4 shows the results of the writer-reader microbenchmark. In the 1-RComp experiment, it takes 6.85
seconds on CCMR and 5.63 seconds on TH-1/GZ for
the reader to read the data. Although providing the advanced snapshot semantics and keeping two versions of
the pages as discussed in Section 3.2, DVM exhibits the
page fault handling throughputs of 3.1×105 and 3.7×105
page faults handled per second on CCMR and TH-1/GZ
respectively. The additional execution time in 2-RComp
experiments is spent on the data transmission through
the network. Applying copy-on-write may potentially
further improve the performance, which is one direction
of our future work.
Register-based optimization. To measure how much
performance improvement a program can achieve by
using RAMRs, we develop a loop microbenchmark since
loops are very common in programs. The loop microbenchmark sums 4 × 1010 64-bit integers in 4 × 1010
iterations. We implement the loop microbenchmark in
DISA with and without putting the iterator and accumulator in RAMRs. We also implement and optimize
it in assembly using physical registers on Linux for
comparison.
Table 5 shows the execution time of loop on both DVM
and native Linux on the same compute node. From the
results, we can see that, after using RAMRs, loop uses
only 18.5% of the time of the other implementation not
using RAMRs on both CCMR and TH-1/GZ. The results
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TABLE 5: Execution time of loop
Time /
CCMR
(second)
31.83
171.81
31.79

Platform
DVM, using RAMRs
DVM, without using RAMRs
Native Linux
X10
Hadoop
DVM

Execution time (second)

90000
80000
70000
60000
50000
40000
30000

200
Relative performance

100000

Time /
TH-1/GZ
(second)
27.30
147.34
27.28

DVM
Hadoop
X10

150

100

50

20000
10000

0
2

0
1 node

4

16 nodes

6
8
10
12
Number of nodes

14

16

(a) Execution time on 1 and 16 (b) Speedups as the number of
nodes
compute nodes grows

Fig. 7: Execution time and speedups of k-means

also show that loop on DVM using RAMRs produces
very close performance as the manually optimized one
using physical registers on Linux on both CCMR and
TH-1/GZ. This indicates that the binary translator can
generate high-quality native code and also verifies the
low virtualization overhead of DVM.
4.3 Performance comparison
We run the performance evaluation programs with the
same dataset on different numbers of compute nodes on
the CCMR testbed to compare DVM’s performance and
scalability with X10 and Hadoop’s.
Table 6 shows the time of prime-checker on Hadoop
and DVM. We scale the number of compute nodes to 16
physical hosts. The results show that both Hadoop and
DVM scale linearly as prime-check is easy to parallelize.
For simple ALU-intensive workloads, both DVM and
Hadoop are efficient, but DVM provides slightly higher
performance in spite of its advanced instruction set
features and memory model.
Fig. 7(a) presents the execution time of k-means on
Hadoop, X10 and DVM with 1 and 16 compute nodes.
The execution time on Hadoop and X10 is 11 times
more than that on DVM on 1 compute node. As shown
in this evaluation, DVM quickly exhibits superiority in
efficiency as the complexity of application grows. The
results on 16 compute nodes show that DVM is at least
13 times faster than Hadoop.
Fig. 7(a) presents that DVM exhibits tremendous speed
gains over Hadoop and X10, although Table 6 shows
that DVM only provides slightly better performance than

TABLE 6: Execution time of prime-checker on Hadoop
and DVM
Number of nodes
Hadoop (second)
DVM (second)

1
16661
15795

2
8352
7885

4
4169
3950

8
2090
1975

16
1112
986

Hadoop with simple ALU-intensive workloads. This
observation, in fact, illustrates the advantages of the
DVM technology. When the computation is composed
of one or two stages of easily parallelizable processing, the MapReduce/Hadoop frameworks can already
accomplish algorithmically optimal performance. The
DVM can still provide slightly higher performance due
to its efficient instruction-level abstraction. Moreover, the
DVM quickly outperforms existing technologies when
the computation becomes more complex—i.e., containing iterations, more dependence, or non-trivial logic
flows, which are common cases in programs. The system design of DVM aims to provide strong support
for general programs, and the speed gains of DVM
shown in Fig. 7(a) reflect DISA’s generality, efficiency
and scalability.
It may appear that the DVM’s memory-based data
processing is the main reason for its superiority in
performance. This is, in fact, an over-simplified view of
the technical design space. X10 also handles program
data through memory with PGAS (Partitioned Global
Address Space) [14]. As shown in Fig. 7(a), however, the
DVM is one order of magnitude faster than both Hadoop
and X10. In fact, disk I/O does not necessarily outweigh
other factors, such as network bandwidth and CPU
capacity, in a datacenter computing environment. In our
evaluation, we have implemented the same algorithm in
all the three technologies and applied salient optimizations for each of them—e.g., compiling X10 programs
to native x86-64 instructions—to ensure the workloads
are comparable with the three implementations. It is the
holistic design and the simple yet effective mechanisms
in the DVM that lead to the significant speedup over
existing technologies, and it is the ISA-level abstraction
that enables such a design and the mechanisms. As
the result, DVM performs at least as well as other
technologies on all workloads, and delivers much better
performance than others for complex programs.
Fig. 7(b) shows the speedups for three technologies as
we scale the number of compute nodes. All speedups
are calculated with respect to the X10 performance on
one compute node for each workload. The speedup of
the k-means computation on DVM is near-linear to the
number of compute nodes used, which highlights the
good scalability of the design and implementation of
DVM. We can also observe that the overhead of DVM is
small, taking into consideration the near-linear speedup
and the fact that the execution time on DVM in the 16node experiment is very short compared to the time on
Hadoop or X10.
4.4 Scalability
A scalable system may be required to scale with the
data size, the processor count, the user population, or a
combination of them. As user-scalability is not a goal of
DVM, our evaluation focuses on the scalability with the
data size and the number of compute nodes. The former
also measures the scalability of the memory subsystem.
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Fig. 8: Scalability of DVM with the data

We run k-means on DVM with 50 compute nodes
on the CCMR testbed to evaluate DVM’s scalability
with the dataset size by increasing the dataset from
12,800,000 points to 204,800,000 points. Fig. 8(a) presents
the execution time and throughput which is calculated
by dividing the number of points by the execution time.
The result shows that, on the same number of compute
nodes, the execution time grows more slowly than linear growth with the dataset size while the throughput
increases. Hence, DVM scales well with the dataset size.
To examine how DVM performs when the total memory usage grows, we run teragen on 32 compute nodes
to generate data in the SR with increasing sizes. We
stress the memory subsystem by generating data of up
to 768GB which reaches the capacity of the 32 compute nodes’ overall available physical memory. Fig. 8(b)
shows the execution time and throughput of teragen. The
throughput is approximately the same as the total data
generated increases from 128GB to 768GB, indicating
DVM’s memory subsystem scales well with increasing
memory usage. As one direction of future work, we will
explore how to unify the physical memory and disks and
design a “virtual memory” for DVM.
To evaluate DVM’s scalability and also examine
DVM’s performance in a public cloud, we run the
prime-checker on a DVM running on Amazon EC2 with
up to 256 virtual machine instances. Fig. 9(a) shows
the execution time and speedup with respect to the
performance on one instance. The results show that
the DVM scales very well to 256 compute nodes—
the speedup is near-linear as we increase the number
of instances. Our ability to perform experiments with
larger-scale and more sophisticated workloads is limited
by the concurrent instance cap stipulated by EC2. In
our future work, we will communicate with Amazon to
explore opportunities of larger-scale experiments. In the
mean time, the current result on 256 instances already
shows that, although prime-checker is a relatively easyto-parallelize program, the DISA architecture and the
DVM design easily scale to hundreds of compute nodes
without showing signs of slowdown or obvious system
bottlenecks. The experiment on EC2 also proves the
good portability of DVM in a virtualized environment,
and that the DVM can be used independently of or in
combination with traditional virtual machine monitors.
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Fig. 9: Scalability with the number of compute nodes

4.5 Performance on the TH-1/GZ supercomputer
To examine the performance and scalability of DVM in
high-performance computing environments, we run kmeans on the TH-1/GZ supercomputer with 10 to 160
compute nodes. The input dataset consists of 204,800,000
points.
Fig. 9(b) shows the execution time and speedup of
k-means on TH-1/GZ. The speedup is calculated with
respect to the execution time on 10 compute nodes on
TH-1/GZ. For comparison, we also show the execution
time and speedup of k-means on CCMR with 50 compute nodes in Fig. 9(b). The performance of the DVM on
50 compute nodes on CCMR is between the performance
of DVM on 10 and 20 nodes on TH-1/GZ. Although
these two platforms have different performance characteristics, the results verify that DVM can deliver efficient
performance in different environments. From the results,
we can see that when we scale the compute nodes
from 10 to 160, the speedup of DVM also increases
to 12.99, which indicates that DVM scales well in the
supercomputing environment.
The experiments of DVM on TH-1/GZ show that, although originally designed for datacenter environments,
DVM is portable to run on HPC platforms, conducting
computation efficiently and scaling well. These results
also suggest a potential of using cloud system software
for high-performance computing.

5

R ELATED

WORK

Many systems, programming frameworks, and languages are proposed and designed to exploit the computing power of constellations of compute servers inside
today’s gigantic datacenters and help the programmers
design parallel programs easily and efficiently. Dean et
al. created the MapReduce programming model to process and generate large data sets [11]. MapReduce relies
on a restricted programming model so that it can automatically run the programs in parallel and provide faulttolerance while ensuring correctness. Dryad takes a more
general approach by allowing an application to specify an arbitrary “communication DAG (directed acyclic
graph)” [12]. While these frameworks are successful in
large data processing, they have their limitations. The
restricted programming model such as MapReduce is
not general enough to cover many important application
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domains and makes it difficult to design sophisticated
and latency-sensitive applications [17], [18], [19], [20].
Building the DAG for Dryad applications is a non-trivial
task to the programmers and automatic DAG generation is only seen implemented for certain high-level
languages. Different from the previous solutions, DVM
allows programmers to easily design general-purpose
applications running on a large number of compute
nodes by providing a more flexible yet highly scalable
programming model.
As another approach, new languages may help programmers write clearer, more compact and more expressive programs on a cluster. High-level languages, such as
Sawzall and DryadLINQ, which are implemented on top
of programming frameworks (MapReduce and Dryad),
make the data-processing programs easier to design [15],
[16]. However, these languages also suffer from the
limitation of the underlying application frameworks.
Charles et al. design X10 to write parallel programs
in non-uniform cluster computing system, taking both
performance and productivity as its goals [14]. The
language-level approach gives the programmers more
precise control of the semantics of parallelization and
synchronization. DVM provides a lower-level abstraction by introducing a new ISA—DISA. On top of DISA,
we may implement various programming languages easily using DVM’s parallelization and concurrency control
mechanism along with the shared memory model.
Different from the frameworks and languages that
make the data communication transparent to programmers, message passing-based technologies [42] require
that the programmer handle the communication explicitly [43]. This can simplify the system design and improve scalability, but often imposes extra burden on programmers. In contrast, the distributed shared memory
(DSM) keeps the data transmission among computers
transparent to programmers [44]. The DSM systems,
such as Ivy [26] and Treadmark [25], combine the advantages of “shared-memory systems” and “distributedmemory systems” to provide a simple programming
model by hiding the communication mechanisms [44],
but incur a cost in maintaining memory coherence across
multiple computers. In order to reduce overhead and
enhance scalability, DVM provides snapshotted memory,
and the memory consistency model of DISA permits
concurrent accesses optimistically.
In contrast to the traditional ways of providing DSM
in middleware which provide a limited illusion of
shared memory, vNUMA uses virtualization technology
to build shared-memory multiprocessor (SMM) system
and provides a single system image (SSI) on top of
workstations connected through an Ethernet network
that provides “causally-ordered delivery” [10]. This also
differs from widely used virtualization systems, such
as Xen and VMware on the x86 ISA, which divide
the resources of a single physical host into multiple
virtual machines [4], [6]. Both vNUMA and the emerging
“inverse virtualization” [45] aim to merge a number
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of compute nodes to be one larger machine. Different
from vNUMA, which is designed to be used on small
clusters [10], DVM virtualizes a large number of nodes
in large clusters at the ISA level and allows programs to
scale up to many logic flows.

6

C ONCLUSION

Cloud computing is an emerging and important computing paradigm backed by datacenters. However, developing applications running in datacenters is challenging. We design and implement DVM—a big virtual
machine that is general, efficient, scalable, portable and
easy-to-program—as an approach to developing a nextgeneration computing technology for cloud computing.
Giving programmers an illusion of a “big machine”,
we design the DISA as the programming interface and
abstraction of DVM. We evaluate DVM on research and
public clusters, and show that DVM is one order of
magnitude faster than Hadoop and X10 for moderately
complex applications, and can scale to hundreds of
computers.
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